
Another month, another 30 days of economic
data driven by inflation reports. The inflation rate
was virtually flat in January with an annualized
rate of 6.4% increase in prices compared to
December's 6.5%. This was less than the
estimated decrease, and resulted in declines in
stock and bond markets as the realization of
continued rate hikes settled on investors. The Fed
appears to have some more work ahead for them
to get the annual rate back to the target 2%.
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WHAT'S NEW?

Did you hear about what congress did at the end of
last year? The SECURE act 2.0 made some changes to
retirement accounts that you should be aware of.
Instead of reading all 400+ pages of the bill, check out
our blog post.

Visit 3peaksfinancial.com/blog to learn more

The economy added a massive 517,000 jobs in
January, however, in the tech industry more layoffs
were announced from large employers such as
Amazon, PayPal, Microsoft, and more.

Hints of a recession are sticking around, including
trends in consumer spending behaviors.  Major
retailers such as Walmart and Home Depot lowered
their forecast for earnings because of their
observations that spending on non-essential products
has declined and they expect that trend to continue
throughout 2023. We will have to wait on the data from
the first quarter though to confirm those suspicions.
Sources: https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/economy/2023/02/14/cpi-january-inflation-data-
today-live-updates/11247836002/, https://www.cnbc.com/2023/02/03/jobs-report-january-
2023-.html, https://techcrunch.com/2023/02/16/tech-industry-
layoffs/,https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/21/investing/dow-retail-down/index.html
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On brand with the month of February, we had a special
Valentines day visit at our office.

The Idaho Falls High School Expressions Group delivered a
wonderful Valentines gram to our advisors Shane and
Connor. Their singing and smiling faces really brightened
our day.

*Connor Dye is solely an investment advisor representative of 3 Peaks
Financial, and not affiliated with LPL Financial. 
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